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(57) ABSTRACT 

It is provided an operator call-?elding scenario system 
Which displays a response scenario to an operator Who is 
responding to an incoming call, comprising: a memory unit 
Which stores a plurality of scenario parts making up a 
plurality of response scenarios; a scenario setting unit Which 
selects predetermined scenario parts from the plurality of 
scenarios parts in the memory unit, in accordance With one 
of a plurality of conditions, and sets a response scenario With 
the predetermined scenario parts according to the one con 
dition; and a display unit Which displays the set response 
scenario. Using this con?guration, response scenarios 
matched in the optimum Way With various circumstances 
can be set. The plurality of conditions include, for example, 
the type of person making the call, a history according to the 
person making the call, the circumstances of the Wait of the 
person making the call, the circumstances of the response to 
the person making the call, the abilities of the operator, and 
background factors, or a combination thereof. Further, the 
type of person making the call includes, for example, the age 
group, sex or occupation of the person making the call, and 
the background factors include, for example, the Weather, 
entertainment and incidents. 
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OPERATOR CALL-FIELDING SCENARIO 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 
[0002] The present invention relates to an operator call 
?elding scenario system Which makes a display on an 
operator terminal of a call center for carrying out telephone 
reception Work, and Which aids the ?elding of calls by an 
operator. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] Recent years have seen an increase in the Work of 
installing call centers for carrying out telephone reception 
Work. Given this background, operator terminals are pro 
vided With call-?elding scenarios in order to supplement 
skill de?ciencies in operators Who carry out telephone 
reception duties. 

[0005] In the past, there has, by and large, been only one 
scenario displayed on the operator terminal of the call center 
for carrying out telephone reception Work, and Which aids 
the ?elding of calls by the operator. 

[0006] HoWever, it is not necessarily the case that all of the 
clients Who telephone Will talk in line With the How of the 
scenario. Thus, inter alia, if the telephone discourse With the 
client departs from a scenario, there is the problem that the 
operator cannot rapidly respond With content Which differs 
from that scenario and there is a reduction in the level of 
satisfaction of the client in the telephone discourse, and there 
is the problem that the Working environment of the operator 
deteriorates in that the operator experiences mental distress. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] Thus, taking the above problems into account, the 
present invention aims to provide an operator call-?elding 
scenario system Which is able to display the optimum 
scenario for the circumstances on an operator terminal. 

[0008] The operator call-?elding scenario system of the 
present invention for achieving the abovementioned aim is 
an operator call-?elding scenario system Which displays a 
response scenario to an operator Who is responding to an 
incoming call, comprising: a memory unit Which stores a 
plurality of scenario parts making up a plurality of response 
scenarios; a scenario setting unit Which selects predeter 
mined scenario parts from the plurality of scenarios parts in 
the memory unit, in accordance With one of a plurality of 
conditions, and sets a response scenario With the predeter 
mined scenario parts according to the one condition; and a 
display unit Which displays the set response scenario. 

[0009] Using this con?guration, response scenarios 
matched in the optimum Way With various circumstances 
can be set. 

[0010] In addition, preferably, the plurality of conditions 
have priorities, and the scenario-setting unit selects the 
condition, among the plurality of conditions, Which has the 
highest the priority. 

[0011] Further, if another scenario part Which differs from 
the predetermined scenario parts contained in the response 
scenario is used at the time of a response by the operator, the 
scenario setting unit adds or substitutes the other scenario 
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part into the response scenario, in accordance With the 
frequency of use of the other scenario part. 

[0012] It should be noted that the plurality of conditions 
include, for eXample, the type of person making the call, a 
history according to the person making the call, the circum 
stances of the Wait of the person making the call, the 
circumstances of the response to the person making the call, 
the abilities of the operator, and background factors, or a 
combination thereof. Further, the type of person making the 
call includes, for eXample, the age group, seX or occupation 
of the person making the call, and the background factors 
include, for eXample, the Weather, entertainment and inci 
dents. 

[0013] Other features and advantages of the present inven 
tion Will become readily apparent from the folloWing 
description When taken in conjunction With the accompa 
nying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The accompanying draWings, Which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate 
presently preferred embodiments of the invention, and 
together With the general description given above and the 
detailed description of the preferred embodiments given 
beloW, serve to eXplain the principle of the invention, in 
Which: 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block draWing of an operator call 
?elding scenario system in a mode of embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a more detailed draWing of FIG. 1 (a ?rst 
such draWing). 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a more detailed draWing of FIG. 1 (a 
second such draWing). 

[0018] 
control. 

[0019] FIG. 5 is a How chart for display of the optimum 
scenario on the operator terminal 20 using client classi?ca 
tion. 

[0020] FIG. 6 is a How chart for display of the optimum 
scenario on the operator terminal 20 using the response 
history of the client. 

[0021] FIG. 7 is a How chart for controlling rearrange 
ment of the optimum scenario using the content of the 
responding tendency of the client. 

[0022] FIG. 8 is a How chart for display control of the 
optimum scenario using the abilities of the operator. 

FIG. 4 is a How chart for scenario parts registration 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0023] A mode of embodiment of the present invention is 
described beloW. HoWever, the technical scope of the present 
invention is not limited to this mode of embodiment. It 
should be noted that, in the draWings, the same reference 
numbers or reference codes have been ascribed to identical 
or analogous elements. 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an operator call 
?elding scenario system (referred to as a scenario system 
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hereinbeloW) in a mode of embodiment of the present 
invention. FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are more detailed diagrams of 
FIG. 1. 

[0025] The scenario system in FIG. 1 through FIG. 3 
comprises an sWitch 10 Which distributes incoming calls to 
various reception desks, an operator terminal 20 provided in 
a reception desk, an ACD/MIS (Automatic Call Distribu 
tion/Management Information System) 30 for managing the 
operator, a CTI (Computer Telephony Integration) server 40 
for controlling the scenario of the operator, and a client 
information database 50 held in a host computer. 

[0026] In FIG. 1 or FIG. 2, the sWitch 10 is equipped With 
a central processing device 11 and a memory device 12. 
Further, the central processing device 11 has an incoming 
call distribution control unit 111 Which controls the distri 
bution, to various reception desks 13 or a voice response 
device 14, of telephone calls from clients (people calling in) 
Which have come in to the sWitch 10 via a telephone 
netWork; a Wait’ control unit 112 Which carries out Waiting 
control When all of the reception desks 13 are engaged and 
immediate incoming call processing is not possible; and a 
client information collection unit 113 Which collects client 
information such as the telephone number of the incoming 
caller. Also, as discussed hereinbeloW, the memory device 
12 is equipped With an incoming call distribution control 
table 121 determining the distribution destination according 
to the client Who is making the incoming telephone call. 

[0027] The operator terminal 20 is equipped With a control 
device 21 and a memory device 22. Further, as discussed 
hereinbeloW, the control device 21 has a scenario display 
unit 211 and a background factor setting unit 212, While the 
memory device 22 has a scenario parts management table 
221. The ACD/MIS 30 is equipped With a control device 31 
and a memory device 32. Further, as discussed hereinbeloW, 
the control device 31 has an operator management control 
unit 311, While the memory device 32 has an operator skill 
level management table 321. 

[0028] Further, the CTI server 40 in FIG. 1 or FIG. 3 is 
equipped With a control device 41 and a memory device 42. 
Further, as discussed hereinbeloW, the control device 41 has 
an optimum scenario deciding control unit 411, While the 
memory device 42 has a Wait history management table 421, 
a telephone-responding tendency table 422, and background 
factor setting table 423, a scenario parts registration table 
424, a circumstance-matched scenario routing table 425, and 
a scenario display condition table 426. 

[0029] With a scenario system having such a con?gura 
tion, in a mode of embodiment of the present invention, a 
plurality of scenarios for the operator to respond to clients 
are set in the CTI server 40 as aggregation of components 
(referred to as scenario parts hereinbeloW) Which are ele 
ments of the plurality of scenarios. Further, the CTI server 
40 selects scenario parts and builds up a scenario from the 
plurality of scenario parts, in accordance With various con 
ditions during the response by the operator. Further, the 
scenario Which is built up is displayed on the display screen 
(not depicted) of the operator terminal 20, and the operator 
responds to the client folloWing this scenario. 

[0030] The mode of embodiment of the present invention 
is described in further detail With reference to FIG. 3. In 
FIG. 3, in the CTI server 40, the plurality of scenario parts 
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are set by ascribing predetermined part numbers to the 
scenario parts registration table 424 of the memory device 
42. A plurality of scenario parts are set in such a Way as to 
match various conditions. 

[0031] For example, for an operator in telesales Who gives, 
say, descriptions of products, the content of the response to 
the client making the telephone call Will differ depending 
upon considerations such as the age, seX and occupation of 
the client. Such client classi?cation data is held in memory 
in the client information database 50. 

[0032] In addition, When a client makes a telephone call, 
the attitude of the client differs depending upon consider 
ations such as the time taken before connecting With the 
operator and the number of times they are transferred. For 
eXample, if the time taken before connecting With the 
operator Was long, or if the client Was transferred many 
times, one can anticipate that, When connected to the opera 
tor, the client Will feel displeased. The circumstances When 
the client is kept Waiting at such times are stored in the Wait 
history management table 421 as call history information 
such as the number of transfers, Whether a voice response 
Was involved, and Wait time, for each incoming call. 

[0033] Further, for eXample, for an operator in a travel 
company Who gives travel advice, the content of the 
response to the client Will differ depending on background 
factors such as Whether there is an entertainment(or an 
amusement), an incident(or an event) or the Weather. The 
presence or absence of such background factors is set in the 
background factor setting table 423. 

[0034] Scenario parts matching various circumstances as 
discussed above are registered in the scenario parts regis 
tration table 424. Further, registered in the circumstance 
matched scenario routing table 425, are routing numbers for 
managing a plurality of scenarios set for various types of 
circumstances, and part numbers of scenario parts consti 
tuting response scenarios according to routing numbers, and 
the sequence (route steps) thereof. 

[0035] For example, When the circumstance type involves 
client classi?cation, a plurality of scenarios are set for each 
circumstance type, such as scenario for “man in his forties” 
and scenario for “Woman in her tWenties”, and each is given 
a routing number. 

[0036] It should be noted that, in order to identify the 
client from telephone calls from an indeterminate number of 
incoming callers, the telephone number of the incoming 
caller has to be acquired. The telephone number of the 
incoming caller is acquired, by Way of eXample, by What is 
termed a ‘number display service’ in Japan Which is a 
service to display a telephone number of a incoming call on 
a telephone display, or the like Whereby it is supplied by the 
company managing the telephone netWork. Further, client 
classi?cation can be carried out from the telephone numbers 
held by the client information database 50 and data accord 
ing to the oWner of the telephone number, assuming that the 
oWner is the caller. 

[0037] Further, registered in the scenario display condition 
table 426 are the priorities When selecting a scenario dis 
played on the display screen of the operator terminal 20 from 
the plurality of scenarios registered in the circumstance 
matched scenario routing table 425. For eXample, priorities 
for circumstance types such as client classi?cation, response 
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history of the client and Wait circumstances are registered, 
according to the routing number, in the scenario display 
condition table 426. 

[0038] In addition, there are occasions When a response 
Which has not been built into a scenario is undertaken With 
the client, and there is a speci?c tendency in the content of 
the response With the client, When the operator is giving a 
response in accordance With the optimum scenario selected 
from the plurality of scenarios set in accordance With 
various circumstances as described above. The telephone 
responding tendency table 422 is a table Which manages the 
tendency to give responses Whose content differs from the 
scenario initially set in this Way, and is explained in detail in 
the description of FIG. 7 discussed hereinbeloW. 

[0039] FIG. 4 is a How chart for performing scenario parts 
registration control. In Step S11, a person making the input 
compiles scenario parts from the console on the CTI server 
40. 

[0040] In Step S12, the scenario parts Which have been 
input are registered together With predetermined part num 
bers in the scenario parts registration table 424. Further, in 
Step S13, the person making the input selects the scenario 
parts Which a routing number has been given, and inputs the 
part numbers and the sequence (route steps) thereof, for each 
predetermined condition, Which is to say circumstance type. 

[0041] Further, the background factors and priority dis 
cussed above are input from the console of the CTI server 40 
by the person making the input. 

[0042] Further, in Step S14, the part numbers and route 
steps, and the priorities and background factors, Which 
former are input according to routing numbers, are respec 
tively registered in the circumstance-matched scenario rout 
ing table 425, scenario display condition table 426 and 
background factor setting table 423. 

[0043] Further, in Step S15, at the time When the operator 
terminal 20 is started up, the scenario parts registered in the 
scenario parts registeration table 424 are all copied into the 
scenario parts management table 221 of the memory device 
22 of the operator terminal 20. The reason Why all of the 
scenario parts are copied into the scenario parts management 
table 221 is to alloW the operator to search the response 
contents When a dialogue betWeen the operator and client 
strays from the scenario displayed on the scenario display 
unit 221 of the operator terminal 20. 

[0044] FIG. 5 is a How chart for displaying the optimum 
scenario on the operator terminal 20 using client classi?ca 
tions. In Step S21, a call from an incoming caller (client) is 
received by the call center. At this time, the incoming call 
distribution control unit 111 in the central processing device 
11 of the exchange 10 identi?es the telephone number of the 
call center Which the incoming caller has dialed. 

[0045] More speci?cally, there are occasions When a call 
center has a plurality of telephone numbers, and business is 
split betWeen each of the telephone numbers. For example, 
in a call center for telesales, there are occasions When it Will 
be split betWeen an applications telephone number, an 
inquiries telephone number or complaints telephone number 
or the like. On such occasions, the incoming call distribution 
control unit 111 searches for the reception desk group 
responsible for the business according to the telephone 
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number, from the incoming call distribution control table 
121 (see FIG. 2) of the memory device 12, and transfers the 
incoming call to a vacant reception desk 13 (Step S22). 

[0046] There are occasions When, for example, even When 
the call center has only one telephone number, business is 
divided betWeen push numbers of the telephone pressed by 
the incoming caller, in accordance With guidance from the 
voice response device 14. On such occasions, the incoming 
call distribution control unit 111 searches for the reception 
desk group responsible for the business according to the 
push number, from the incoming call distribution control 
table 121 of the memory device 12, and transfers the 
incoming call to a vacant reception desk (Step S22). 

[0047] MeanWhile, in Step S23, the client information 
collection unit 113 collects the telephone number of the 
incoming caller. Further, in Step S24, the client information 
collection unit 113 and the incoming call distribution control 
unit 111 notify the CTI server 40 of the telephone number of 
the incoming caller and the number of the reception desk 
Which is the transfer destination respectively. 

[0048] Further, in Step S25, the optimum scenario decid 
ing control unit 411 of the control device 41 of the CTI 
server 40 extracts a client classi?cation according to the 
telephone number of the incoming caller by accessing the 
client information database 50. The client information data 
base 50 holds information relating to various client classi 
?cations such as the age, sex, occupation and interests of the 
client according to the telephone number. 

[0049] Further, in Step S26, the optimum scenario decid 
ing control unit 411 extracts a routing number, according to 
the extracted client classi?cation, from the circumstance 
matched scenario routing table 425, and, in Step S27, 
noti?es the operator terminal 20 matching the reception desk 
to Which the incoming call has been transferred of the part 
numbers managed by the routing number, and the route 
steps. 

[0050] Further, in Step S28, the scenario display unit 211 
of the control device 21 of the operator terminal 20 extracts 
the scenario parts, according to the part numbers Which have 
been noti?ed, from the scenario parts management table 
221, and displays these on the display screen of the operator 
terminal 20 in accordance With the route steps. 

[0051] FIG. 6 is a How chart for displaying the optimum 
scenario on the operator terminal 20 using the response 
history of the client. Step S31 through Step S34 are respec 
tively the same as Step S21 through Step S24 in FIG. 5 
discussed above. 

[0052] Further, in Step S35, the optimum scenario decid 
ing control unit 411 of the control device 41 of the CTI 
server 40 extracts response history information of the client 
according to the telephone number of the incoming caller. In 
addition to client information for the client classi?cation 
discussed above, the client information database holds 
response history information about the circumstances of past 
transactions With the client, the circumstances of responses 
or the like. 

[0053] For example, the response history information for 
travel advice in a travel company includes details of jour 
neys Which the client has inquired about or applied for in the 
past or the like. 
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[0054] Further, in Step S36, the optimum scenario decid 
ing control unit 411 extracts a routing number according to 
the client’s response history Which has been extracted, from 
the circumstance-matched scenario routing table 425, and, in 
Step S37, noti?es an operator terminal 20 according to the 
reception desk to Which the incoming call Was transferred of 
the part numbers managed by the routing number, and the 
route steps. 

[0055] Further, in Step S38, the scenario display unit 211 
of the control device 21 of the operator terminal 20 extracts 
scenario parts according to the parts number Which have 
been noti?ed, from the scenario parts management table 
221, and displays these on the display screen of the operator 
terminal 20 in accordance With the route steps. 

[0056] FIG. 7 is a How chart for controlling optimum 
scenario rearrangement using the content of the response 
tendencies of the client. In Step S41, the person making the 
input ?rst respectively sets the initial value (Zero) in the 
tendency counter of the telephone-responding tendency 
table 422 of the memory device 42, and the maximum value 
(max value) in the maximum tendency counter, from the 
console of the CTI server 40. The maximum value may be 
a frequency count or a ratio. 

[0057] Further, in Step S42, the initial value of the ten 
dency counter and the maximum value of the maximum 
tendency counter are registered in a matching area of the 
telephone-responding tendency table 422. 

[0058] In this state, in Step S43, the operator responds to 
the client in accordance With the scenario displayed on the 
display screen of the operator terminal. Further, in Step S44, 
if a discourse Which differs from the scenario being dis 
played becomes necessary during a discourse, then, in Step 
S45, the operator searches for and selects the scenario part(s) 
needed for this different discourse, from the scenario parts 
management table 221. 

[0059] When the scenario part(s) has (have) been selected, 
then, in Step S46, the part number(s) of the selected scenario 
part(s) is (are) registered as tendency part number(s) in the 
telephone-responding tendency table, and the count of the 
tendency counter is increased. 

[0060] Next, in Step S47, the value of the tendency 
counter Whose count has been increased is compared With 
the maximum value set in the maximum tendency counter. 
Further, if the value of the tendency counter exceeds the 
maximum value, the system returns to Step S43. MeanWhile, 
if it does not exceeded it, then, in Step S48, the optimum 
scenario deciding control unit 411 adds the tendency part 
number(s) to the part numbers according to the routing 
number of the scenario being displayed, and adjusts the 
route steps. Alternatively, the tendency part number(s) may 
be substituted for an original part number (or numbers) in a 
predetermined route step (or steps). 

[0061] Further, in Step S49, the tendency counter of the 
telephone-responding tendency table 422 is reset to the 
initial value, and the tendency part number(s) is (are) 
cleared. 

[0062] FIG. 8 is a How chart for display control of the 
optimum scenario using the abilities of the operator. In Step 
S51, the person making the input ?rst sets the skill levels of 
the operators, for each ID code of the operators, using the 
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console of the ACD/MIS 30. The skill levels of the operators 
are held in memory in an operator skill level management 
table 321 in the memory device 32 of the ACD/MIS 30. In 
Step S52, the operator starts up the operator terminal 20 by 
inputting their oWn ID code in the reception desk upon 
starting Work. 

[0063] MeanWhile, When the call center receives an 
incoming call from a client (Step S53), then, in Step S54, the 
incoming call is transferred to a reception desk, Within the 
reception group, Which is vacant of incoming calls, in 
accordance With the incoming call distribution control table 
121. 

[0064] At this time, the number of the reception desk 13 
to Which the incoming call is transferred is noti?ed to the 
operator management control unit 311 of the ACD/MIS 30 
and the CTI server 40 from the incoming call distribution 
control unit 111. Further, the skill level of the operator in 
charge of this reception desk 13 is noti?ed (Step S55) to the 
CTI server 40 from the operator management control unit 
311. Thereupon, in Step S56, the CTI server 40 extracts the 
routing number of the scenario according to the skill level of 
the operator as noti?ed, from the circumstance-matched 
scenario routing table 425, and, in Step S57, the route steps 
and the part numbers managed by this routing number are 
noti?ed to the operator terminal 20. 

[0065] In Step S58, the scenario display unit 211 of the 
operator terminal 20 extracts scenario parts according to the 
part numbers noti?ed from the scenario parts management 
table 221 of the memory device 22, and displays them on the 
display screen of the operator terminal 20 in route step 
sequence. 

[0066] It Will be noted that, When selecting the routing 
number of the optimum scenario by the type of circum 
stance, the optimum scenario deciding control unit 411 of 
the CTI server 40 refers to the priority by type of circum 
stance Which is set in the scenario display condition table 
426, and selects the routing number of the optimum scenario 
for the type of circumstance With the high (preferably 
highest) priority. 
[0067] In addition, the optimum scenario deciding control 
unit 411 is not limited to the selection of a scenario accord 
ing to one type of circumstance, and is also able to set a 
scenario in Which a plurality of types of circumstance have 
been combined. More speci?cally, a plurality of routing 
numbers are selected for each of a plurality of types of 
circumstance Which have been set, and an optimum scenario 
is set by combining the part numbers contained therein by 
means of appropriate route steps. 

[0068] As described above, the optimum scenario for the 
circumstances is displayed on an operator terminal When the 
operator call-?elding scenario system of the present inven 
tion is employed. Thus it can contribute to improved levels 
of client satisfaction in telephone responses in business and 
elseWhere, and an improved Working environment for the 
operator. 

[0069] The present invention may be embodied in other 
speci?c forms Without departing from the spirit or essential 
characteristics thereof. The present embodiment is therefore 
to be considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by the 
appended claims rather than by foregoing description and all 
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change Which come Within the meaning and range of equiva 
lency of the claims are therefore intended to be embraced 
therein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An operator call-?elding scenario system Which dis 

plays a response scenario to an operator Who is responding 
to an incoming call, comprising: 

a memory unit Which stores a plurality of scenario parts 
making up a plurality of response scenarios; 

a scenario setting unit Which selects predetermined sce 
nario parts from the plurality of scenarios parts in the 
memory unit, in accordance With one of a plurality of 
conditions, and sets a response scenario With the pre 
determined scenario parts according to the one condi 
tion; and 

a display unit Which displays the set response scenario. 
2. The operator call-?elding scenario system according to 

claim 1, Wherein the plurality of conditions have priorities, 
and 

the scenario-setting unit selects a condition Which has the 
highest priority among the plurality of conditions,. 
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3. The operator call-?elding scenario system according to 
claim 1, Wherein the scenario setting unit adds or substitutes 
another scenario part into the response scenario in accor 
dance With the frequency of use of the another scenario part 
Which differs from the predetermined scenario parts con 
tained in the response scenario. 

4. The operator call-?elding scenario system according to 
claim 1, Wherein the plurality of conditions include the type 
of person making the call, a history according to the person 
making the call, the circumstances of the Wait of the person 
making the call, the circumstances of the response to the 
person making the call, the abilities of the operator, and 
background factors, or a combination thereof. 

5. The operator call-?elding scenario system according to 
claim 4, Wherein the type of person making the call includes 
the age group, seX or occupation of the person making the 
call, 

6. The operator call-?elding scenario system according to 
claim 4, Wherein the background factors include the Weather, 
entertainment and incidents. 


